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TRANSFORMING A BEST-IN-CLASS SALES ECOSYSTEM 
INTO A HIGH PERFORMANCE CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT MODE

SELLING VALUE 
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THE JOURNEY TOWARD BUSINESS VALUE DIFFERENTIATION

THE RAPIDLY CHANGING MARKETPLACE

DecisionLink’s customer powers electronic commerce for banks, retailers, merchants and processors around the world.

While a market leader, rapidly changing trends drive new opportunities and challenges in their marketplace. Cap Gemini estimates that 60% of the world will 
use mobile solutions and 90% will use online solutions in 2015. Industry experts project that transaction volumes will experience dramatic growth over the next 
decade;the race is on to capture this massive opportunity.

These market forces combined with new regulations and governances are driving rapidly rising customer expectations with respect to how investment decisions 
forB2B solutions are made. 

Specifically, buyers in almost every industry are now required to quantify, articulate, and defend the value of a project to a financial review board. Projects 
without a solid business case simply do not get funded.

To address these challenges, DecisionLink’s customer made significant investments in optimizing and simplifying its core ‘sales service’ ecosystem –which is built 
from of a collection of independent, multi-vendor best-of-breed components that are easily recognized as parts of a B2B sellers’ core sales “stack”:

• Engagement Methodology providing a basis for premium customer interaction while changing the behavior and mindset of sales teams.

• Messaging assistance to choreograph ‘power messaging’ and provocative scripts in sales playbooks - essential content to start meaningful customer 
conversations.

• CRM to provides the system of record for customer information, sales activity, and forecasts.  As such it represents the user ‘hub’ for the sales services 
system and integration with other system components.

• Opportunity Planning solution to provide the account planning templates for depth and consistency in major enterprise accounts.

• Learning Management represents the learning content component. 

• Customer Engagement Model (CEM) provides the sales process component and serves as the lynch pin to orchestrate the core sales service components 
into a customer aligned value selling system. 

However, when assessing the current state of their capabilities relative to changing market conditions and customer expectations, they found a significant gap in 
the ‘sales system services’ that needed to be filled.
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According to Erik Golz, VP Operations, Global Markets & Strategic Products:

“We embraced “hypothesis or challenger selling” early on.  However, we found that while those sales behaviors combined with playbooks and 
power messaging were helpful to initiate the customer engagement process, they capabilities lacked the rigor and specificity to drive a major 
investment by our customers and prospects.  We also needed a credible way to quantify business value to the buyer and differentiate our value 
proposition from competitive alternatives.”

They required a capability to help sales teams engage with line of business executives on their key objectives and measure the specific business value impact their 
solutions delivered. They needed to implement a unified selling system and method to tie together their ecosystem from multiple vendors, one that supports the 
Customer Engagement Model (CEM) and would enable them to shift to customer aligned value selling.

DecisionLink was selected to fill this gap by delivering VALUE SELLING 
AUTOMATION® service and capability. The system is used to model solution 
value for all their products and automate business value “quantification” for 
customers. The DecisionLink service was seamlessly integrated in to its best-
of-breed ecosystem and is foundational to their selling system--to standardize, 
simplify, scale and deliver predictable business results.

As a value-selling automation® platform; DecisionLink bridges the gap between 
the capabilities of their solutions and business value derived by their customers 
–by quantifying, differentiating, and personalizing customer business value 
content to support all stages of the sales cycle. DecisionLink was an ideal fit for 
a number of reasons:

• Full integration with CRM. Supporting all capabilities already connected 
to the CRM and centralizing access to customer value information and 
insights delivered by DecisionLink. Sales teams now collaborate on value 
to the customer in a “single view”.  The automation of sales deliverables 
such as: pitch decks, Infographics and proposals area game changer.

• Enriching account plans by providing quantified opportunity value, 
Insights and peer comparison analysis.

• Adding business value benefit metrics and KPI’s to content in playbooks.

• Supporting ‘hypothesis/challenger/VITO skills’ and behaviors by helping 
choreograph effective business value pitches, empowering reps to 
personalize sales conversations for resonance with buyers, and lead sales 
activities through buyer stakeholder consensus building.

• Improves the quality and consistency of sales deliverables to the 
customer with automation that helps their reps spend more time selling.

DecisionLink - Bridging the gap between solution capabilities and customer 
specific business value

Figure 2.  DecisionLink provides the core VALUE SELLING 
AUTOMATION® the Sales Ecosystem
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INVESTING IN PEOPLE

They also recognized that investments in technology needed to be balanced with investments in people. To encourage adoption and effective use of its sales 
services ecosystem, DecisionLink created a Value Proposition Learning Program to deliver the right content at the right altitude for all sales team roles, 
including sales reps, solution consultants, L1 managers, and product marketing managers. Now its LMS features training and testing in the methodology, Customer 
Engagement Model, the language of business value-selling, and the core principles of value-selling – clarifying how and when to use DecisionLink value-selling 
assets to engage customers in meaningful conversations throughout the sales cycle.

With the addition of DecisionLink, they now have a cohesive sales services ecosystem to support a high performance customer engagement model.  Customers 
now have the credible business case content and knowledge they need to justify investments in their solutions and infrastructure to cope with the mobile 
computing revolution.  Their internal investment decision-making process is supported by a completely transparent and well-documented business case that can 
be defended in front of their financial review board. The customer project teams are using the value assessment to guide project plans and review Value Realized 
post implementation.

Most importantly, sales reps now have the confidence to engage in provocative, meaningful business value discussions throughout the sales cycle, prescribe a 
solution that differentiates them from competitive alternatives, build a network of advocacy among buyer stakeholders, and deliver a defensible business case that 
answers three key buyer questions:

WHY CHANGE?  WHY CHANGE NOW?  WHY US?
In the words of their Sales Effectiveness Director: 

“Our methodology taught our sales team what behaviors to engage in with buyers. It sets the stage of insightful conversations.  But DecisionLink takes us to the 
level of ‘differentiated value selling.’  Specifically, DecisionLink provides our sales teams the content to quantify our value proposition, collaborate with customers 
on a project business case and lead them to prescriptive actions that win the funding battle versus other investment alternatives.”

Further, she goes on to summarize the business benefits as follows:

• Earlier involvement in customer’s project and business case justification -differentiates not just what we sell, but how we sell it.

• Easier to deliver and defend the business value of our solutions -avoids discounting pressure and increases deal margin.

• Faster opportunity qualification -close rates improved by engaging the right buyers up-front in business case development.

• Better ability to define and communicate differentiated business value to our customers and market 

• Bigger pipeline over time: wider sales funnel; faster throughput of deals; higher average value of deals; more deals getting past “no decision” status.

• Scalability and repeatability supports value propositions for every deal. Focuses on capturing empirical customer experience to quantify the value 
received and translate that value to potential customers. Auto-generates customer-specific value content in a way that is repeatable, quantifiable, 
communicable,and defensible. Provides executive business value content which leads to improved customer collaboration,business insight and feedback to 
improve their market leadership position.

Contact:     sales@DecisionLink.com    www.DecisionLink.com     800-670-8301    Ext. 1

BENEFITS: EVERYONE WINS!

In short, the decisionlink way of selling business value is a win-win proposition for everyone! 


